BEAUTY IS THE GLORY OF TRUTH
[Plato]
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THE IDEA

/
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A RETURN TO THE ORIGINS

/ Escape to find yourself again.

We were tired of marketing,
of numbers, of aesthetics for
aesthetics’ sake. For a long
time, we had been wishing
to leave behind us the coldness
and distance of great brands
to create something ours,
to return to our origins with
a new awareness.
Here is our idea: to create
a brand that encompassed
all our passions, experiences
and knowledge, to bring us
closer not to the “market”,
but to beauty professionals,

to women, to the concept
of timeless beauty, because
it is close to the essence.
Backed by plenty of experience
and with a pinch of folly, just
like Venus was born out of the
sea foam, so was our 101Cosmetica. A new concept of skincare.
A journey to the past, where
beauty had a timeless value,
and a jump into the future,
where science and technological
progress surprise us every day.
A trip where the main character
is you. Always.
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THE CHALLENGE

/
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THE RIGHT FORMULA

/ Curiosity, continuous innovation, infinite passion:
our successful formula.

It is a difficult challenge, a new
brand that is born in the jungle
of the beauty market. But we
know we can do this.

CURIOSITY
We are always in a quest for active principles, new methods, new
possibilities that nature gives us.

101Cosmetica will enter your life
and become a part of your routine. We know our success needs
real and important ingredients.

INNOVATION
Our laboratories use the most
advanced technology available.
Our team works in synergy
to create ultra high quality
products, high performance
and visible results.

This is why every day there is a
formula that guides us: plenty
of curiosity, continuous innovation, and infinite passion. These
are the ingredients used to create a 101Cosmetica product.

PASSION
We feel passion for women,
for beauty, for things that are
well made and well thought
out. Absolute dedication.

/

THE BRAND

/
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A D E E VA I S B O R N

/ A timeless classic.

True beauty
is discovering
one’s own being.
Experience,
nature and science
are our allies

When we were thinking about our
project, we thought about women:
each woman carries a hidden diva,
a great beauty; the essence of being
a woman is a work of art.
A journey back in time to discover
the classical world and the supreme
ideal of beauty.
John Keats once said:
“Beauty is truth, truth beauty”.
And this is how our mission - to reawaken
one’s essence of the self to bring back
to light one’s true beauty - gave rise to
the name of our project: 101Cosmetica

Our laboratories develop formulas
rich with active principles, which is
why we included “101”.
Our creations are born out of the
study of 100 ingredients, but the
fundamental factor that makes our
formula successful, the only ingredient
that cannot be replaced, the one that
makes all the difference, is YOU.
Because our products, our formulations,
our protocols, all share a single purpose: to add value to those who use
them, guarantee their well being, stimulate their vitality. 101Cosmetica
products are the means to tell your
own story, to find yourself again,
to love yourself more every day.
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T H E CO M PA N Y

/
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SKINCARE
PROFESSIONALS

/ The right formula.

Experience, passion
and a team of skincare
professionals fully
dedicated to your essence.

What do you need to create a great
brand? Awareness, an expert team,
and a production line that is
impeccable from every point of view.
This is why we have created a hi-tech
laboratory where research and
innovation increase the effectiveness
of natural active principles. These
science labs are the birthplace of
101Cosmetica formulas, capable of fighting all kinds of skin imperfections.
We have selected expert collaborators, technicians and developers,
and we have created sales channels
that can ensure constant assistance
and training.
Finally, we identified the best
commercial offer that simplifies the
selling of our products, ensuring the
best possible result from all points
of view: for beauty professionals
as well as for their clients.

C E N T O U N O C O S M E T I C A WA S
BORN OUT OF THE IDEA
O F A G R O U P O F M A N AG E R S
O R I G I N A L LY F R O M T H E B E AU T Y
I N D U ST RY.
AFTER MANY YEARS SPENT
S T U DY I N G T H E M A R K E T
AND IMPLEMENTING SALES
POLICIES FOR PRESTIGIOUS
BRANDS IN THE SECTOR,
T H E Y D E C I D E D T H AT
BEAUTY AND WELL-BEING
SHOULD ONCE AGAIN BE
P U T I N T H E S P O T L I G H T,
T H AT T H E P R O F I TA B I L I T Y O F
A P R O D U C T S H O U L D O N LY
B E A S TA R T I N G P O I N T
F O L LOW E D BY A R E B U I L D I N G
OF THE AESTHETIC SENSE.
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/

H I - T E C H

LINE

/
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FAC E
CLEANSING

/ Perfect cleansing,
for luminous skin.

A veritable beauty kit that removes
impurities and all traces of make-up,
preparing your skin for the treatment
and donating immediate well-being,
for a fresh, luminous and velvety
face. Thanks to the synergy between
the different products that make up
this line, it is possible to activate a
perfect everyday routine to ensure
the well-being of your skin, keeping
it moisturised and elastic at all times.
New energy for your face!
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ANTI-POLLUTION
FAC E L I N E

/ Face: expression of youth

Thanks to carefully selected active
ingredients, conveyed through
vanguard formulations, all our products
ensure high performances with
maximum safety and total relaxation.
The products of the Tech line are the
result of a laboratory equipped for
the continuous research of blends of
active ingredients aimed at solving
imperfections, finding their origin.
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DEEP MOISTURISING
FAC E L I N E

/ Quench your skin’s thirst
every day.

LINEA VISO IDRATAZIONE PROFONDA

Avant-garde cosmetics that focus
on results, made more powerful
by Hyalu4Deep, for a smooth,
moisturised and firmer skin.
Hyalu4Deep is an innovative complex
containing hyaluronic acid in four
different molecular weights, to
preserve hydration in all of the skin’s
structural levels, from the most
superficial to the deepest.
The Hyalu4Deep line
is a new-generation moisturiser
that preserves the youth of your skin.
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LINEA VISO ANTI AGE
CODICE

FORMATO
CONFEZIONE

DESCRIZIONE

LV1009

CREMA ANTI AGE

50 ml

LV1010

CONTORNO OCCHI ANTI AGE

LV1011

ANTI-AGE
SIERO ANTI AGE L I N E

/ Synergistic action
for a luminous face.
Like a true Deeva.

15 ml
30 ml

specific anti-age line with smoothing,
PEZZIAPER
ESTETISTE
*
PREZZO AL PU
stimulating andPREZZO
compacting
effect,
to
CONFEZIONE
leave your face looking immediately
younger. For all women who wish to
1highlight their essence
€ 30,00
of youth, every
day. This intensive anti-age treatment
1consists of cream,€face20,00
serum and
eye cream, for a focused action that
1will leave your face
€ fresh,
22,00
compact
and looking younger. The exclusive
Syntex technology, which restores the
functionality of the extracellular matrix
and stimulates fibroblast activities and
collagen synthesis, works in synergy
with the gamma-aminobutyric acid,
a natural amino acid that limits muscle
contraction. Together, they effectively
fight the formation of wrinkles,
thick and thin.

€ 66,0

€ 48,0

€ 54,0
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LIFTING
FAC E L I N E
/ Your face like you’ve never seen it before.
The secret? The 101Cosmetica formula.

Now anyone can eliminate small
imperfections, while at the same
time combating the signs of
stress and ageing.

Black tea is rich in polyphenols,
which act as antioxidants, destroy
free radicals, and facilitate the
skin regeneration process.

Pamper your face every day, and
give your skin the extra attention
it deserves with a formula rich
in active ingredients: discover all
the benefits of black tea integrated within the 101Cosmetica skin
care line’s innovative formula, and
you’ll see your skin in a new light.

This veritable essence of youth
stretches and tones the skin, and
is particularly indicated for mature, stressed or marked skins, on
which it has a cell renewal action.
Thanks to the 101Cosmetica research, black tea becomes your
everyday beauty elixir.
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PROFESSIONAL
BODY LINE

/ Your experience,
our formula.

Your experience and our innovative
active principles. This is the secret
formula to obtain maximum effects
from each single treatment and become
the permanent gravity centre of wellbeing and beauty. The 101Cosmetica
treatments are concentrates of active
principles that, working in synergy,
intensify and enhance your work,
amplifying its results.
The Professional 101Cosmetica line
consists of massage oil, massage
cream, and scrub, your allies in the
beautician’s cabin, plus three actives
(draining, anti-cellulite and slimming)
for unique results.
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HOME USE
BODY LINE
/ Professional treatments
in your home.

Body treatments containing green
coffee and many active principles that
work in synergy with the main cabin
treatments. The line includes:
Intensive Draining Slimming Cream,
Intensive Anti-Cellulite Moisturising
Cream, Intensive Toning Moisturising
Cream, and Deep Moisturising Cream.
Essential fatty acids, sterols and
green coffee vitamins make this
product a powerful anti-oxidant that
can fight the free radical responsible
for cell ageing and promote fat
elimination to reduce the orange peel
aspect. They also help improve collagen
and elastin production, protecting
your skin against hydration and tone loss.

/

HOLISTIC LINE

/
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R E AWA K E N I N G
FAC E L I N E
/ An innovative approach
to beauty.

The “Reawakening” face line
involves a new holistic vision of
face aesthetics within which there
is no separation between mind,
heart and body; we can therefore
speak of psycho-cosmetics, in which
positive sensations are generated
by aromacological fragrances and
enveloping textures that influence
the production of endorphins, an
everyday pampering dedicated only
to ourselves. The active ingredients
are 100% plant-based and organic,
and act by promoting the release
of dopamine and serotonin,
widely known as “good mood”
neurotransmitters. The ingredients
act through product penetration
and through aromacology: olfactory
cells catch a scent and a series of
mechanisms is triggered within the
cells themselves, which then produce
a connection between skin and
nervous system.
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LINEA MOODRA PROFESSIONALE

Natural oils, original Himalayan salt,
PEZZI PER green ventilated
clay, *preciousPREZZO
essential
PREZZO ESTETISTE
AL PUBBLICO **
CONFEZIONEoils blend to generate a potent alchemy

CODICE

DESCRIZIONE

FORMATO
CONFEZIONE

LM1002

OLIO ATTIVO SHAKTI DEVA (Elastic. Mamma)

1000 ml

1

LM1003

OLIO ATTIVO TEJAS (Cellulite e Adiposità)

1000 ml

1

LM1004

OLIO ATTIVO
P RDEVA
O F(Rilassante
E S S eICalmante)
ONA

L

1000 ml

1

LM1005

OLIO ATTIVO PRITHVI JALA (Drenante e Tonif.)

1000 ml

1

LM1010

BUSTA CRISTALLI DI SALE HIMALAYANO

50 gr

10

LM1011

BUSTA ARGILLA VERDE VENTILATA

150 gr

10

LM1012

/ From
the ancient
(Detersione Tibetan
Pelle)
DETERGENTE
AL NEEM

100 gr

1

200 ml

1

1000 ml

1

MOODRA LINE

LM1013

tradition, natural well-being
CREMA VEICOLANTE
CORPO (Nutriente)
for the body.

LM1001

SOLUZIONE IDROSALINA

* Prezzo IVA esclusa

** Prezzo consigliato al pubblico IVA inclusa

just like in the Tibetan position of the
€ 38,50
-Mudra (seal). This is why the holistic
101Cosmetica
is now called Moodra:-€ line
38,50
it is a method through which our body
can restore€the41,00
function of draining
-the toxins of vital energy. The strength
38,50in using the vision -of this line €
consists
of blemish solving in a global fashion,
€ 49,00
-going to the origin of the dysfunction
of the system
following the Deeva -€ and
95,00
(anti stress) itinerary: Tejas (heat), Pithvi
Jala (fluids),
Shakti Deva (tissue
€ and4,20
-regeneration). This system creates a
€ 13,90
holistic method,
as it intervenes on all -body dysfunctions.
€ 20,50
--
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LINEA MOODRA DOMICILIARE
FORMATO
CONFEZIONE

CODICE

DESCRIZIONE

LM1006

OLIO ATTIVO SHAKTI DEVA

LM1007

OLIO ATTIVO TEJAS

LM1008

OLIO ATTIVO DEVA

LM1009

OLIO ATTIVO PRITHVI JALA

LM1014

BUSTA CRISTALLI DI SALE HIMALAYANO

PEZZI PER
CONFEZIONE

150 ml

1

(Cellulite e Adiposità)

150 ml

1

(Rilassante e Calmante)

150 ml

1

150 ml

1

(Elastic. Mamma)

(Drenante e Tonif.)

MOODRA LINE
LM1015F OBUSTA
VENTILATA
R HARGILLA
O M E VERDE
USE

50 gr

1

150 gr

1

LM1012

DETERGENTE AL NEEM

100 gr

1

LM1013

CREMA VEICOLANTE CORPO

200 ml

1

(Detersione Pelle)
(Nutriente)

/ Precious allies for your
body’s well-being.
* Prezzo IVA esclusa

** Prezzo consigliato al pubblico IVA inclusa

PREZZO ESTETISTE *

€

9,50

PREZZO AL PUBBLICO **

€

21,50

€
9,50
€ 21,50
The Moodra Line for Home Use
€ the11,00
24,50
preserves all
principles and €
actives
of the Professional line, so you can
€
9,50
€ 21,50
maintain your beauty treatment at
home. The €
active
principles are 100% -4,90
natural, without synthetic chemicals and
€
9,50
fully plant-based:
pure sesame seed oil,-grapeseed oil, argan oil, clay powder
€
4,20
€
9,00
(without any transformation processes),
pure Himalayan
salt,
and
neem,
for
an
€ 13,90
€ 27,50
all-round state of well-being. Particular
care is dedicated to pregnant women,
with a specific moisturising and
elasticising course of action.
All Moodra active principles are
wisely combined and derived from
millenarian treaties and connections
with ancient Veda texts.
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We have created an essential Make-Up
Line that stands out from its competitors,
associating make-up and cosmetic
benefits to fulfil the demands of everyone.

MAKE UP
LINE

The 101 Make-Up line has a fundamental
peculiarity that makes it unique: the
union of active principles and micronized
pigments. This mixture offers a natural,
high-performing, impeccable, and longlasting result, for those who want to
apply their make-up in 5 minutes and
remain flawless throughout the day.

/ Your beauty
and your happiness

01
black
04

WWW.DEEVA101.IT

03

03

02

natural camel

mauve

brilliant
pink
WWW.DEEVA101.IT

WWW.DEEVA101.IT
WWW.DEEVA101.IT

03

03

natural

01
soft pink

lipgloss

silk
liquid
matt
silk
liquid
matt

silk
liquid
matt

02

lipgloss

lipgloss

volumizing
mascara

04

03

hd foundation

nude

hd foundation

01

soft beige

02

hd foundation

lifting
foundation

01
ivory

hd foundation

lifting
foundation

lifting
foundation

lifting
foundation

03

MAKE
UP
M I L A N O

natural

natural
WWW.DEEVA101.IT

WWW.DEEVA101.IT

WWW.DEEVA101.IT

/

SUN LINE

/
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Unique vacations and moments kissed
by the sun in absolute safety, with the
line of sun products by 101Cosmetica.

SUN PRODUCTS

/ Love your skin...
even during the holidays.

To pamper your skin, treat it well and
keep it young and healthy. Always.
Knowing your skin phototype is
important in order to behave correctly
during exposure to UVA and UVB rays.
The 101Cosmetica sun line includes:
Spray SPF15 and Spray SPF30, ideal
for luminous skin that is always
moisturised, Emulsion SPF50, a cloud
of protection for your summer, Face
Cream SPF50+, to smile at the sun
every day, and After Sun Cream,
perfect to refresh, moisturise and
decongest your skin after sun exposure.

/

D E P I L AT I O N L I N E

/
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BRAZILIAN
WA X L I N E
/ Perfect waxing.
Silky skin.

Professional, painless and quick, the
new Brazilian Wax Line completes the
offer of 101Cosmetica products.
Suitable for all skin types, it is
particularly indicated for sensitive
skins that redden easily. Thanks to the
“pulling” technique, decidedly gentler,
both pain and ingrown hairs are
markedly reduced. Ingrown hairs will
no longer be so thick and resistant,
your skin remains moisturised, soft
and silky for longer, for a longerlasting, pleasant waxing!

/

TECHNOLOGIES

/
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Five technologies for multiple uses,
all with a single purpose in mind:
to offer each client the proper
treatment to enhance and improve
their physical aspect. Thanks to their
long experience in the sector, the
team of researchers of 101Cosmetica
has designed technological devices
for aesthetic use that are both
innovative and effective. The quality
of products made in Italy and the
accurate research involved make sure
our professional cosmetics are helped
by revolutionary, high-performance
technologies. An extra touch to bring
women’s natural beauty back to light.

BEAUTY
TECHNOLOGIES

/ Innovative devices
for beauty professionals.

PRESSURE THERAPY

QUANTUM OF DEEVA

DEEVA LASER
EPIL SYSTEM
-Biostimulation

FACE AND BODY
RADIO FREQUENCY

T R U E B E AU T Y I S D I S COV E R I N G
ONE’S OWN BEING.
E X P E R I E N C E , N AT U R E A N D S C I E N C E
ARE OUR ALLIES. BECAUSE
W E L L - B E I N G I S A S TAT E O F M I N D
AND, FIRST AND FOREMOST
L O V I N G Y O U R S E L F. A LWAY S ,
A N D N O M AT T E R W H AT.
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CENTOUNO COSMETICA SRL
Headquarter
Via Val Tiberina, 73
63074 S. BENEDETTO TR. / AP
+39.0735.757801
info@centounocosmetica.it
Studies and Research Center
Via Y.A. Gagarin, 177
61122 PESARO / PU
+39.0721.1748146

www.101cosmetica.it

